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(Patent)

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Patent Application of:

Sung Jun PARK et al.

Application No.: Continuation Application Confirmation No.: NJ’A

Filed: Herewith Art Unit: Not Yet Assigned

For: DATA TRANSMISSION METHOD AND Examiner: Not Yet Assigned

USER EQUIPMENT FOR THE SAME

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATED/DENT

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 2231 3-1 450

Dear Commissioner:

Applicant(s) hereby submit(s) an Information Disclosure Statement for consideration by

the Examiner.

I. LIST OF PATENTS, PUBLICATIONS OR OTHER INFORMATION

The patents, publications, or other information submitted for consideration by the Office

are listed on the attached PTOI'SBKOS.

II. COPIES

El a. Copies of foreign patent documents, non-patent literature and other information

are provided.

BIRCH, STEWART, KOIASCH & BIRCH, LLP EHCIMEMMI
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El b. REFERENCES PREVIOUSLY CITED OR SUBMITTED: Copies of any

information not provided can be found in one or more of the following applications which

has been relied upon for an earlier filing date under 35 U.S.C. § 120:

U.S. Application No. and U.S. Filing Date

12/972,366 filed December 17, 2010

III. CONCISE EXPLANATION OF THE RELEVANCE!OTHER INFORMATION

El a. NON-ENGLISH LANGUAGE DOCUMENTS: A concise explanation of the

relevance of all non-English language patents, publications, or other information listed is as

follows:

[I b. ENGLISH LANGUAGE SEARCH REPORT OR FOREIGN PATENT OFFICE

COMMUNICATION: An English language version of the search report or Foreign Patent Office

communication that indicates the degree of relevance is attached.

El 0. OTHER: The following additional information is provided.

IV. STATEMENT UNDER 37 CPR. § 1.97(e)

The undersigned hereby states that:

Cl a. Each item of information contained in the IDS was first cited in any

communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than 3_0

m prior to the filing of this IDS. This statement does not relate to English language

counterparts not listed in a communication from the foreign patent office. Such English language

counterparts are provided to aid the Examiner’s consideration of non-English items first cited in

the communication from the foreign patent office; or

[I b. Each item of information contained in the IDS was first cited in any

communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than

three months prior to the filing of this IDS. This statement does not relate to English language

BIRCH, STEWART, KOLASCH & BIRCH, LLP EHOMEerl
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counterparts not listed in a communication from the foreign patent office. Such English language

counterparts are provided to aid the Examiner’s consideration of non-English items first cited in

the communication from the foreign patent office; or

[I c. No item of information contained in the IDS was cited in a communication from a

foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application, and, to the knowledge of the person

signing the certification after making reasonable inquiry, no item of IDS was known to any

individual designated in 37 C.F.R. § 156(0) more than three months prior to the filing of the

IDS; or

El d. Some of the items of information in the IDS were cited in a communication from

a foreign patent office. Such items were first cited in a communication from a foreign patent

office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of this

IDS. This statement does not relate to English language counterparts not listed in a

communication from the foreign patent office. Such English language counterparts are provided

to aid the Examiner’s consideration of non-English items first cited in the communication from

the foreign patent office. As to the remaining items of information, to the knowledge of the

person signing the certification after making reasonable inquiry, such remaining items were not

known to any individual designated in 37 C.F.R. § l.56(c) more than three months prior to the

filing of this statement.

V. STATEMENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. § 1.704gd311 1

Patent Term Adjustment Reduction Should Not Apply

[I The undersigned hereby states:

This Information Disclosure Statement is in compliance with 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.97 and 1.93

and will not be considered a failure to engage in reasonable efforts to conclude prosecution

(processing or examination) of the present application under 37 C.F.R. § l.704(c)(6), (c)(8),

(c)(9), or (c)(10), because each item of information contained in the Information Disclosure

Statement:

BIRCH, STEWART, KOLASCH & BIRCH, LLP Ell MEMl'rtl
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[I (i) Was first cited in any communication from a patent office in a counterpart

foreign or international application or fiom the Office, and this communication was not

received by any individual designated in § 1.56(c) more than thingy days prior to the

filing of the information disclosure statement; or

[I (ii) Is a communication that was issued by a patent office in a counterpart

foreign or international application or by the Office, and this communication was not

received by any individual designated in § 156(0) more than thir_ty days prior to the

filing of the information disclosure statement.

VI. FEES

El a. This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed concurrently with the

filing of a new patent application or Request for Continued Examination. No fee is

required.

[I b. This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed within three months of the

filing date of an application. No fee is required.

[I c. This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed before the mailing date of a

first Action on the merits. No fee is required. If a first Office Action on the merits has issued,

please consider this IDS under 3? C.F.R. §l.9’?(c) and see the statement under 3? C-F.R.

§ 1.97(e) above. If no statement has been made, charge our deposit account for the required fee.

[I d- This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed before the mailing date of a
 

Final Office Action or before the mailing date of a Notice of Allowance or before an action that
 

otherwise closes prosecution in the application (see 37 CPR. § 197(c)(1)).

E] No statement. The fee as required by 3? OF.R. § 1.17(p) is provided.

or

[I See the above statement. No fee is required.

EWrtl
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D e. This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed after the mailing date of a

Final Office Action or afier the mailing date of a Notice of Allowance or after an action that

otherwise closes prosecution in the application (see 37 C.F.R. § 1.9?(d)), see the statement

above. The fee as required by 37 C.F.R. § 1.17(p) is provided.

VII. PAYMENT OF FEES

[I The required fee is listed on the attached Fee Transmittal.

El No fee is required.

If the Examiner has any questions concerning this IDS, please contact the undersigned. If

it is determined that this IDS has been filed under the wrong rule, the USPTO is requested to

consider this IDS under the proper rule and charge the appropriate fee to Deposit Account No.

02-2448.

 

 

MR 1 3 2GB
Dated: Respectfully submitted,

By

Esther H. Chong

Registration No-: 40953

BIRCH, STEWART, KOLASCH & BIRCH, LLP

8110 Gatehouse Road, Suite 100 East
PO. Box ?47

Falls Church, VA 22040-0374?
703-205-8000

Attachment(s):
El PTOISBIOS

El Document(s)

El Foreign Patent Office Communication(s)

El Foreign Search Report(s)
El Fee

III Other:
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U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Publication Date Name of Paterrtee or Pages. columns, Lines, Where
MM—DD—YYYY Appiicant or Cited Document Relevant Passages or Retevant

Figures Appear 

02—22—200? Anderson

05—24—2007 Zha ng et at.
02—11—2010 Ouetal

02—1 1—201 0 Maheshwari et at

02-09-201 0 Bmeck et al
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2003i023932—A1 02—28—2008
2008-1013352 - A

Examiner Date

Signature Considered
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Considered. Include com.r of this form with next communication to applicant. 1. Applicant‘s unique citation design number (optional). 2 See Kinds Codes of
USPTO patent Documents. at mosptogov or MPEP 901.04. 3. Enter Office that issued the document. by the two-letter code {WIPO Standard STE]. 4. For
Japanese patent documents. the indication of the year at the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 5. Kznrd of document by
the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WtPD Standard ST. ‘16 it possible. 5. Applicant is to place a deck mark here if English language
Translation is attached.

This collection of intormaijon is required by 3? CFR 1.9? and 1.96. The Entormation is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the pubiic which is lo fits (and by the
USPTD to process} an application. Confidenfialily is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 3? CFR 1.14. This coliection as estimated to take 2 Mrs to complete.
including gathering, pregaring. and submitting the completed application form the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments
on the amount of time you require to complete this form andior suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chiet Information Officer. US. Patent
and Trademark Office. P.0. Box 1450 Alexandria. VA22313—1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS.
SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents. FLO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need am‘sstame in completing the form, nail 1-8WTO—9199 {1—800—73619 199) and seecr Option 2.
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STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

First Named Inventor Sung Jun Park
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Attorney Docket Number 0465-2287PUS3

Examiner ‘ Include name of the author {in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate], title of the
item (book. magazine, journal, serial. symposium, catalog, etc), date, page(s}, volume-issue numberrs],

publisher. city andior country where published.

3GPP Draft, 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), "Enforcing New Transmission After Flushing
HARQ Process", 3GPP TSG—RAN 2 Meeting #55, pp. 1—5, February 9—13, 2009. XP-050323002.

 

3GPP TS 36.321 V8.20, "3rd Generation Partnership Project; Technical Specification Group Radio
Access Network; Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E—UTRA) Medium Access Control (MAC)
protocol specification (Release 8], pgs. 1-33, May 2008, XPn002555693. 

LG Electronics, "Corrections to the Random Access Response Reception"; 3GPP TSG-RAN WGZ #62,
May 5-9, 2003: pp. 3, Paragraph 5.1.4, XP-OSO140134.

  

 

 

  
 

 

Examiner Date
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FOR

DATA TRANSMISSION METHOD AND USER EQUIPMENT FOR THE SAME
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CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a Continuation of co-pending Application No. 12f972,366 filed

on December 17, 2010, which is a Continuation of US. Application No. 12/538,514 filed on

August 10, 2009, now US. Patent 7,881,236, issued on February 1, 2011, which claims the

benefit of US. Provisional Application No. 61/087,988, filed on August 1], 2008, and which

claims the benefit of Korean Patent Application No. 10-2009-0057128, filed on June 25, 2009.

The entire contents of each of these applications are hereby incorporated by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to a mobile communication technology, and more

particularly, to a method for efficiently transmitting data stored in a message 3 (Ms g3) buffer and

a user equipment for the same.

Discussion of the Related Art

[0003] As an example of a mobile communication system to which the present invention

is applicable, a 3rd Generation Partnership Project Long Term Evolution (3GPP LTE)

communication system will be schematically described.

[0004] FIG. 1 is a schematic view showing the network architecture of an Evolved

Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (E-UMTS) as an example of a mobile

communication system.

[0005] The E—UMTS is evolved from the existing UMTS and has been currently

standardized in the 3GPP. Generally, the E-UMTS may be called an LTE system.

Exhibit 2008-011
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[0006] An E-UMTS network may be largely divided into an Evolved UMTS Terrestrial

Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN) 101 and a Core Network (CN) 102. The E-UTRAN 101

may include a User Equipment (UE) 103, a base station (hereinafler, referred to as an “eNode B”

or “eNB”) 104, and an Access Gateway (AG) 105 positioned at the end of the network and

connected to an external network. The AG 105 may be divided into a portion for processing user

traffic and a portion for processing control traffic. At this time, an AG for processing new user

traffic and an AG for processing control traffic may communicate with each other using a new

interface.

[0007] One or more cells may exist in one eNode B. A plurality of eNode Bs may be

connected by an interface for transmitting the user traffic or control traffic. The CN 102 may

include the AG 105 and a node for registering a user of the UE 103. An interface for

distinguishing between the E-UTRAN 101 and the CN 102 may be used-

[0008] Layers of radio interface protocol between the UE and the network may be

classified into a first layer L1 , a second layer L2 and a third layer L3 based on three lower layers

of an Open System Interconnection (OSI) reference model that is widely known in the field of

communication systems. A physical layer belonging to the first layer provides an information

transfer service using a physical channel. A Radio Resource Control (RRC) layer belonging to

the third layer serves to control radio resources between the UE and the network. The UE and

the network exchange an RC message via the RRC layer. The RC layer may be distributed

and located at network nodes of the eNode B 104 and the AG 105. Alternatively, the RRC layer

may be located at only the eNode B 104 or the AG 105.

[0009] FIGS. 2 and 3 show the structures of radio interface protocols between the UE and

the UTRAN based on a 3GPP radio access network standard.

Exhibit 2008-012
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[0010] The radio interface protocols of FIGs. 2 and 3 are horizontally formed of a

physical layer, a data link layer and a network layer. The radio interface protocols are vertically

formed of a user plane for transmitting data information and a control plane for transmitting

control signals. In detail, FIG. 2 shows the layers of a radio protocol control plane and FIG. 3

shows the layers of a radio protocol user plane. The protocol layers of FIGS. 2 and 3 may be

divided into a first layer (L1), a second layer (L2) and a. third layer (L3) based on three lower

layers of an 08] reference model that is widely known in the field ofcommunication systems.

[0011] Hereinafter, the layers of the control plane of the radio protocol of FIG. 2 and the

user plane of the radio protocol ofFIG- 3 will be described.

[0012] A physical (PHY) layer of the first layer provides an information transfer service

to an upper layer using a physical channel. The PHY layer is connected to an upper layer, such

as a Medium Access Control (MAC) layer, via a transport channel. Data is transferred between

the MAC layer and the PHY layer via the tranSport channel. At this time, the transport channel

is largely divided into a dedicated transport channel and a common transport channel, depending

on whether or not a channel is shared. Data is also transferred between different PHY layers,

such as a physical layer of a transmitting side and a physical layer of a receiving side, via a

physical channel using radio resources.

[0013] Various layers exist in the second layer. First, the MAC layer serves to map

various logical channels to various transport channels and serves to multiplex several logical

channels into one transport channel. The MAC layer is connected to a Radio Link Control

(RLC) layer, which is an upper layer, by the logical channel. The logical channel may be largely

divided into a control channel for transmitting information about the control plane and a traffic
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channel for transmitting information about the user plane according to the kinds of information

transmitted.

[0014] The RLC layer of the Second layer serves to segment and concatenate data

received from an upper layer so as to adjust data size such that a lower layer transmits data in a

radio section. In addition, the RLC provides three modes, namely, a TranSparent Mode (TM), an

Unacknowledged Mode (UM) and an Acknowledged Mode (AM) in order to guarantee various

Quality of Services (QoSs) requested by Radio Bearers (RBs). In particular, the AM RLC

performs a retransmission function using an Automatic Repeat and Request (ARQ) function for

reliable data transmission.

[0015] A Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) layer of the second layer performs a

header compression function to reduce the size of an Internet Protocol (IP) packet header that

includes unnecessary control information and has a relatively large size, for effective

transmission in a radio section having a relatively small bandwidth when transmitting an IP

packet such as an IPv4 packet or an IPv6 packet. Therefore, only necessary information in a

header portion of data is transmitted so as to improve transmission efficiency of the radio section.

In the LTE system, the PDCP layer also performs a security function, which includes ciphering

for preventing data from being intercepted by a third party and integrity protection for preventing

data from being handled by a third party.

[0016] A Radio Resource Control (RRC) located at 3 highest portion of the third layer is

defined only in the control plane. The RC layer handles logical channels, tranSport channels

and physical channels for the configuration, re-configuration and releaSe of RBs. Here, the RBs

refer to logical paths provided by the first and second layers of the radio protocol, for data

transfer between the UE and the UTRAN, and the configuration of the RBs refers to a prOCess of
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defining the characteristics of the radio protocol layer and channel necessary for providing a

specific service, and setting detailed parameters and operation methods. Each of the RBs is

divided into a signaling RB and a data RB. The SRB is used as a path for transmitting an RC

message in the control plane (C-plane), and the DRB is used as a path for transmitting user data

in the user plane (U—plane).

[0017] Downlink transport channels for transmitting data from a network to a UE may

include a Broadcast Channel (BCH) for transmitting system information and a downlink Shared

Channel (SCH) for transmitting user traffic or a control message. The traffic or the control

message of a downlink multicast or broadcast service may be transmitted via the downlink SCH

or via a separate Downlink Multicast Channel (MCH). Uplink transport channels for

transmitting data from a UE to a network may include a Random Access Channel (RACH) for

transmitting an initial control message and an uplink SCH for transmitting user traffic or a

control message.

[0018] Downlink physical channels for transmitting information transferred via the

downlink transport channels in a radio section between a network and a UE may include a

Physical Broadcast Channel (PBCH) for transmitting information about a BCH, a Physical

Multicast Channel (PMCH) for transmitting information about an MCH, a Physical Downlink

Shared Channel (PDSCH) for transmitting information about a PCH and a downlink SCH, and a

Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) (also referred to as a DL Lli’LZ control channel)

for transmitting control information provided by the first layer and the second layer, such as

downlink (DL) or uplink (UL) scheduling grant information. Uplink physical channels for

transmitting information transferred via the uplink transport channels in a radio sectiOn between

a network and a UE may include a Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCI—l) for transmitting
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information about an uplink SCH, a Physical Random Access Channel (PRACH) for

transmitting information about an RACH, and a Physical Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH) for

transmitting control information provided by the first layer and the second layer, such as a

HARQ ACK or NACK, a Scheduling Request (SR), a Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) report.

[0019] Hereinafter, a random access procedure provided by an LTE system will be

schematically described based on the above description.

[0020] First, a UE performs the random access procedure in the following cases.

[0021] - when the UE performs initial access because there is no RRC Connection with

an eNode B,

[0022] - when the UE initially accesses a target cell in a handover procedure,

[0023] - when the random access procedure is requested by a command of an eNode B,

[0024] - when there is uplink data transmission in a situation where uplink time

synchronization is not aligned or where a specific radio resource used for requesting radio

resources is not allocated, and

[0025] - when a recovery procedure is performed in case of radio link failure or handover

failure.

[0026] In the LTE system, there are provided two procedures in selecting a random

access preamble: one is a contention based random access procedure in which the UE randomly

selects one preamble within a specific group for use, and another is a non-contention based

random access procedure in which the UE uses a random access preamble allocated only to a

specific UE by the eNode B. The non-contention based random access procedure may be used

only in the handover procedure or when it is requested by the command of the base station, as

described above.
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[0027] A random access procedure of a UE with a specific eNode B may largely include

(1) a step of, at the UE, transmitting a random access preamble to the eNode B (hereinafter,

referred to as a “message I” transmitting step if such use will not lead to confusion), (2) a step of

receiving a random access response from the eNode B in correspondence with the transmitted

random access preamble (hereinafter, referred to as a “message 2” receiving step if such use will

not lead to confusion), (3) a step of transmitting an uplink message using the information

received by the random access response message (hereinafter, referred to as a “message 3”

transmitting step if such use will not lead to confusion), and (4) a step of receiving a message

corresponding to the uplink message from the eNode B (hereinafter, referred to as a “message 4”

receiving step if such use will not lead to confusion).

[0028] In the random access procedure, the UE stores data to be transmitted via the

message 3 in a message 3 (Msg3) buffer and transmits the data stored in the msg3 buffer in

correspondence with the reception of an Uplink (UL) Grant signal. The UL Grant signal

indicates information about uplink radio resources which may be used when the UE transmits a

signal to the eNode B, and is received on a random access response message received on a

PDCCH or a PUSCH in the LTE system. According to the current LTE system standard, it is

defined that, if the UL Grant signal is received in a state in which data is stored in the Msg3

buffer, the data stored in the Msg3 buffer is transmitted regardless of the reception mode of the

UL Grant signal. As described above, if the data stored in the Msg3 buffer is transmitted in

correspondence with the reception of all UL Grant signals, problems may occur. Accordingly,

there is a need for research to solve such problems.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0029] Accordingly, the present invention is directed to a data transmission method and a

user equipment for the same that substantially obviate one or more problems due to limitations

and disadvantages of the related art.

[0030] An object of the present invention is to provide a data transmissiOn method and a

user equipment for the same, which is capable of solving a problem which may occur when data

stored in a message 3 (Msg3) buffer is transmitted according to a reception mode of an Uplink

(UL) Grant signal.

[0031] Additional advantages, objects, and features of the invention will be set forth in

part in the description which follows and in part will become apparent to those having ordinary

skill in the art upon examination of the following or may be learned from practice of the

invention. The objectives and other advantages of the invention may be realized and attained by

the structure particularly pointed out in the written description and claims hereof as well as the

appended drawings.

[0032] To achieve these objects and other advantages and in accordance with the purpose

of the invention, as embodied and broadly described herein, a method of transmitting data by a

user equipment through an uplink includes receiving an uplink grant (UL Grant) signal from a

base station on a specific message, determining whether there is data stored in a message 3

(Msg3) buffer when receiving the UL Grant signal on the specific message, determining whether

the specific message is a random access response message, and transmitting the data stored in the

Msg3 buffer to the base station using the UL Grant signal received on the specific message, if

there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer when receiving the UL Grant signal on the specific

message and the specific message is the random access response message.
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[0033] If there is no data stored in the Msg3 buffer when receiving the UL Grant signal

on the Specific message or the specific message is not the random access response message, new

data may be transmitted to the base station in correspondence with the UL Grant signal received

on the Specific message.

[0034] The UL Grant signal received on the specific message may be a UL Grant signal

received on a Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH). In this case, the user equipment

may transmit new data in correspondence with the UL Grant signal received on the PDCCH.

[0035] The UL Grant signal received on the specific message may be a UL Grant signal

received on a random access response message received on Physical Downlink Shared Channel

(PDSCH). In this case, if there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer when receiving the UL Grant

signal on the random access response message, the user equipment may transmit the data stored

in the buffer in the Msg3 buffer using the UL Grant signal received on the random access

response message.

[0036] The data stored in the Msg3 buffer may be a Medium Access Control Protocol

Data Unit (MAC PDU) including a user equipment identifier, and the data stored in the Msg3

buffer further include information about a buffer status report (BSR) if the user equipment starts

the random access procedure for the BSR.

[0037] In another aspect of the present invention, a user equipment includes a reception

module receiving an uplink grant (UL Grant) signal from a base station on a specific message, a

transmission module transmitting data to the base station using the UL Grant signal received on

the specific message, a message 3 (Msg3) buffer storing UL data to be transmitted in a random

access procedure, and a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) entity determining whether

there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer when the reception module receives the UL Grant signal
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and the specific message is a random access response message, acquiring the data stored in the

Msg3 buffer if there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer when the reception module receives the

UL Grant signal and the specific message is the random access response message, and

controlling the transmission module to transmit the data stored in the Msg3 buffer to the base

station using the UL Grant signal received by the reception module on the specific message.

[0038] The user equipment may further include a multiplexing and assembly entity used

for transmission of new data. In this case, the HARQ entity may acquire the new data to be

transmitted from the multiplexing and assembly entity if there is no data stored in the Msg3

buffer when the reception module receives the UL Grant signal on the specific message or the

received message is not the random access response message, and control the transmission

module to transmit the new data acquired from the multiplexing and assembly entity using the

UL Grant signal received by the reception module on the specific message.

[0039] The user equipment may further include one or more HARQ processes, and

HARQ buffers respectively corresponding to the one or more HARQ processes. In this case, the

HARQ entity may transfer the data acquired from the multiplexing and assembly entity or the

Msg3 buffer to a specific HARQ process of the one or more HARQ processes and control the

specific HARQ process to transmit the data acquired from the multiplexing and assembly entity

or the Msg3 buffer through the transmission module.

[0040] When the specific HARQ process transmits the data stored in the Msg3 buffer

through the transmission module, the data stored in the Msg3 buffer may be controlled to be

copied into a specific HARQ buffer corresponding to the specific HARQ process, and the data

copied into the specific HARQ buffer may be controlled to be transmitted through the

transmission module.

11
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[0041] The UL Grant signal received by the reception module on the Specific message

may be a UL Grant signal received on a Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH). In this

case, the HARQ entity may control new data to be transmitted in correspondence with the

received UL Grant signal received on the PDCCH.

[0042] The UL Grant signal received by the reception module on the specific message

may be a UL Grant signal received on a random access response message received on Physical

Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH), and the HARQ entity may control the data stored in the

Ms g3 buffer to be transmitted using the UL Grant signal received on the random access reSponse

message if there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer when the reception module receives the UL

Grant signal on the random access response message.

[0043] According to the above-described embodiments of the present invention, it is

possible to transmit data stored in a Msg3 buffer according to a reception mode of a UL Grant

signal, without confusion.

[0044] It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description and the

following detailed description of the present invention are exemplary and explanatory and are

intended to provide further explanation of the invention as claimed-

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0045] The accompanying drawings, which are included to provide a further

understanding of the invention and are incorporated in and constitute a part of this application,

illustrate embodiment(s) of the invention and together with the description serve to explain the

principle of the invention. In the drawings:
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[0046] FIG. 1 is a schematic view showing the network architecture of an Evolved

Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (E-UMTS) as an example of a mobile

communication system;

[0047] FIGS. 2 and 3 are views showing the structures of radio interface protOcols

between a user equipment (UE) and a UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) based

on a 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) radio access network standard;

[0048] FIG. 4 is a view illustrating an operating procedure of a UE and a base station

(eNode B) in a non-contention based random access procedure;

[0049] FIG. 5 is a view illustrating an Operating procedure of a UE and an eNode B in a

contention based random access procedure;

[0050] FIG. 6 is a view illustrating an uplink Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ)

scheme;

[0051] FIG. 7 is a view illustrating a method of transmitting a message 3 in a random

access procedure when uplink radio resources are requested;

[0052] FIG. 8 is a view illustrating a problem which may occur when data stored in a

message 3 buffer is transmitted by an Uplink (UL) Grant signal received on a message other than

a random access response message;

[0053] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating a method of transmitting uplink data by a UE

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention;

[0054] FIG. 10 is a View illustrating a method of transmitting uplink data when a Buffer

status Report (BSR) is triggered in a UE, according to an embodiment of the present invention;

and
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[0055] FIG. 11 is a schematic view showing the configuration of a UE according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0056] Hereinafter, the preferred embodiments of the present invention will be described

with reference to the accompanying drawings. It is to be understood that the detailed description

which will be disclosed along with the accompanying drawings is intended to describe the

exemplary embodiments of the present invention, and is not intended to describe a unique

embodiment which the present invention can be carried out. Hereinafter, the detailed description

includes detailed matters to provide qul understanding of the present invention. However, it will

be apparent to those skilled in the art that the present invention can be carried out without the

detailed matters. For example, the following description will be made on the assumption that a

mobile communication system is a 3rd Generation Partnership Project Long Term Evolution

(3GP? LTE) system, but the present invention is applicable to other mobile communication

systems excluding the 3GP]? LTE system.

[0057] In some instances, well-know structures and devices are omitted in order to

avoid obscuring the concepts of the present invention and the important functions of the

structures and devices are shown in block diagram form. The same reference numbers will be

used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or like parts.

[0058] In the following description, it is assumed that a terminal includes a mobile or

fixed user end device such as a user equipment (UE) and a mobile station (MS), and a base

station includes a node of a network end communicating with a terminal, such as a Node-B, an

eNode B, and a base station.
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[0059] As described above, in the following description, a problem which may occur

when data stored in a message 3 (Msg3) buffer is transmitted according to a reception mode of

an Uplink (UL) Grant signal will be described in detail and a method of solving the problem will

be described. Transmission and reception of a signal using a random access procedure and a

Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) scheme will be described in detail.

[0060] FIG. 4 is a View illustrating an operating procedure of a terminal (UE) and a base

station (eNode B) in a non-contention based random access procedure.

[0061] (1) Random Access Preamble Assignment

[0062] As described above, a non-contention based random access procedure may be

performed (1) in a handover procedure and (2) when the random access procedure is requested

by a command of an eNode B. Even in these cases, a contention based random access procedure

may be performed.

[0063] First, it is important that a specific random access preamble without the

possibility of collision is received from the eNode B, for the non~contention based random

access procedure. Methods of receiving the random access preamble may include a method

using a handover command and a method using a Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH)

command. The UE receives an assigned random access preamble (S401).

[0064] (2) Message 1 Transmission

[0065] The UE transmits the preamble to the eNode B after receiving the assigned

random access preamble from the eNode B as described above (S402).

[0066] (3) Message 2 Transmission

[0067] The UE attempts to receive a random access response within a random access

response reception window indicated by the eNode B through a handover command or system

15
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information after transmitting the random access preamble in step S402 (S403). More

specifically, the random access response information may be transmitted in the form of a

Medium Access Control (MAC) Packet Data Unit (PDU), and the MAC PDU may be transferred

via a Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH). In addition, the UE preferably monitors the

PDCCH in order to enable to the UE to properly receive the information transferred via the

PDSCH. That is, the PDCCH may preferably include information about a UE that should

receive the PDSCH, frequency and time information of radio resources of the PDSCH, a transfer

format of the PDSCH, and the like. Here, if the PDCCH has been successfiilly received, the UE

may appropriately receive the random access response transmitted on the PDSCH according to

information of the PDC CH. The random access response may include a random access preamble

identifier (e.g. Random Access-Radio Network Temporary Identifier (RA-RNTI)), an UL Grant

indicating uplink radio resources, a temporary C-RNTI, a Time Advance Command (TAC), and

the like.

[0068] As described above, the reason why the random access response includes the

random access preamble identifier is because a single random access response may include

random access response information of at least one UE and thus it is reported to which UE the

UL Grant, the Temporary C-RNTI and the TAC are valid. In this step, it is assumed that the UE

selects a random access preamble identifier matched to the random access preamble selected by

the UE in step S402.

[0069] In the non-contention based randOm access procedure, it is determined that the

randOm access procedure is normally performed, by receiving the random access response

information, and the random access procedure may be finished.
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[0070] FIG. 5 is a view illustrating an operating procedure of a UE and an eNode B in a

contention based random access procedure.

[0071] (1) Message 1 transmission

[0072] First, the UE may randomly select a single random access preamble from a set of

random access preambles indicated through system information or a handover command, and

select and transmit a Physical Random Access Channel (PRACH) capable of transmitting the

random access preamble (S501).

[0073] (2) Message 2 reception

[0074] A method of receiving random access reSponse information is similar to the

above-described non-contention based random access procedure. That is, the UE attempts to

receive its own random access response within a random access response reception window

indicated by the eNode B through the system information or the handover command, after the

random access preamble is transmitted in step 3501, and receives a Physical Downlink Shared

Channel (PDSCH) using random access identifier information correSpondjng thereto (3502).

Accordingly, the UE may receive a UL Grant, a Temporary C-RNTI, a TAC and the like.

[0075] (3) Message 3 transmission

[0076] If the UE has received the random access reSponse valid for the UE, the UE may

process all of the information included in the random access response. That is, the UE applies

the TAC, and stores the temporary C-RNTI- In addition, data which will be transmitted in

correSpondence with the reception of the valid random access reSponse may be stored in a Msg3

buffer. A process of storing the data in the Msg3 buffer and transmitting the data will be

described later with reference to FIG. 7.
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[0077] The UE uses the received UL Grant so as to transmit the data (that is, the message

3) to the eNode B (3503). The message 3 should include a UE identifier. In the contention

based random access procedure, the eNode B may not determine which UEs are performing the

random access procedure, but later the UEs should be identified for contention resolution.

[0078] Here, two different schemes for including the UE identifier may be provided. A

first scheme is to transmit the UE’s cell identifier through an uplink transmission signal

correSponding to the UL Grant if the UE has already received a valid cell identifier allocated by

a corresponding cell prior to the random access procedure. Conversely, the second scheme is to

transmit the UE’s unique identifier (e.g., S—TMSI or random ID) if the UE has not received a

valid cell identifier prior to the random access procedure. In general, the unique identifier is

longer than the cell identifier. If the UE has transmitted data corresponding to the UL Grant, the

UE starts a contention resolution (CR) timer.

[0079] (4) Message 4 reception

[0080] After transmitting the data with its identifier through the UL Grant included in the

random access reSponse, the UE waits for an indication (instruction) from the eNode B for

contention resolution. That is, the UE attempts to receive the PDCCH so as to receive a specific

message (8504). Here, there are two schemes to receive the PDCCH- As described above, the

UE attempts to receive the PDCCH using its own cell identifier if the message 3 transmitted in

correSpondence with the UL Grant is transrnitted using the UE’s cell identifier, and the UE

attempts to receive the PDCCH using the temporary C-RNTI included in the random access

response if the identifier is its unique identifier. Thereafter, in the former scheme, if the PDCCH

is received through its own cell identifier before the contention resolution timer is expired, the

UE determines that the random access procedure has been normally performed and completes
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the random access procedure. In the latter scheme, if the PDCCH is received through the

temporary C-RNTI before the contention resolution timer has expired, the UE checks data

transferred by the PDSCH indicated by the PDCCH. If the unique identifier of the UE is

included in the data, the UE determines that the random access procedure has been normally

performed and completes the random access procedure.

[0081] Hereinafter, the LTE system, by way of example, a uplink Hybrid Automatic

Repeat Request (HARQ) scheme of a MAC layer will be described, concentrating on the

transmission of uplink data.

[0082] FIG. 6 is a View illustrating an HARQ scheme.

[0083] A UE may receive UL Grant information or UL scheduling information from an

eNode B on a PDCCH (step S601), in order to transmit data to the eNode B by the HARQ

scheme. In general, the UL scheduling information may include a UE identifier (e.g., a C—RNTI

or a Semi-Persistent Scheduling C-RNTI), resource block assignment, transmission parameters

(modulation, coding scheme and redundancy version), and a New Data Indicator (NDI). In the

LTE system, the UE has eight HARQ processes and the HARQ processes are synchronously

performed with Transmission Time Intervals (TTIs). That is, specific HARQ processes may be

sequentially assigned according to points in time when data is received, in a manner of using the

first HARQ process at TTI 9 and using the second HARQ process at TTI 10 after a first HARQ

process is used at TTI 1, a second HARQ process is used at TTI 2, ..., and an eighth HARQ

process is used at TTI 8.

[0084] In addition, since the HARQ processes are synchronously assigned as described

above, a HARQ process connected to a TTI in which a PDCCH for initial transmission of

specific data is received is used for the transmission of the data. For example, if it is assumed
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that the UE has received a PDCCH including UL scheduling information at an Nth TTI, the UE

transmits data at an (N+4)Ih TTI. In other words, a K1h HARQ process assigned at the (N+4)m

TTI is used for the transmission of the data. That is, the UE may transmit the data to the eNode

B on a PUSCH according to the UL scheduling information after checking the UL scheduling

information transmitted to the UE by monitoring the PDCCH at every TTI (step $602).

[0085] When the data has been received, the eNode B stores the data in a soft buffer and

attempts to decode the data- The eNode B transmits an ACK signal if the decoding of the data

succeeds and transmits an NACK signal if the decoding of the data fails. An example in which

the decoding of the data fails and the eNode B transmits the NACK signal on a Physical HARQ

Indicator Channel (PHICH) is shown in FIG. 6 (step 8603).

[0086] When the ACK signal has been received from the eNode B, the UE determines

that the transmission of the data to the eNode B succeeds and transmits next data. However,

when the UE receives the NACK signal as shown in FIG. 6, the UE may detennine that the

transmission of the data to the eNode B has failed and retransmit the same data by the same

scheme or a new scheme (step $604).

[0087] The HARQ retransmission of the UE may be performed by a non-adaptive

scheme. That is, the initial transmission of Specific data may be performed when the PDCCH

including the UL scheduling information should be received, but the retransmission may be

performed even when the PDCCH is not received- In the non-adaptive HARQ retransmission,

the data is retransmitted using the same UL scheduling information as the initial transmission at

a TTI at which a next HARQ process is assigned, without receiving the PDCCH.

[0088] The HARQ retransmission of the UE may be performed by an adaptive scheme.

In this case, transmission parameters for retransmission are received on the PDCCH, but the UL
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scheduling information included in the PDCCH may be different fi'om that of the initial

transmission according to channel statuses. For example, if the channel status is better than that

of the initial transmission, transmission may be performed at a high bit rate. In contrast, if the

channel status is worse than that of the initial transmission, transmission may be performed at a

lower bit rate than that of the initial transmi33ion.

[0089] If the UE receives the UL scheduling information on the PDCCH, it is determined

whether data which should be transmitted at this time is data which is initially transmitted or

previous data which is retransmitted, by an NDI field included in the PDCCH. The NDI field is

toggled in the order of 0, l, 0, l, whenever new data is transmitted as described above, and

the NDI field of the retransmission has the same value as that of the initial transmission.

Accordingly, the UE may compare the NDI field with the previously transmitted value so as to

determine whether or not the data is retransmitted.

[0090] The UE counts the number of times of transmission (CURRENT_TX_NB)

whenever data is transmitted by the HARQ scheme, and deletes the data stored in the HARQ

buffer when CURRENT_TX_NB has reached a maximum transmissiou number set in an RC

layer.

[0091] When the retransmitted data is received, the eNode B attempts to combine the

received data and the data stored in the soft buffer due to the failure of the decoding by various

schemes and decodes the combined data. The eNode B transmits an ACK signal to the UE if the

decoding succeeds and transmits an NACK signal to the UE if the decoding fails. The eNode B

repeats a process of transmitting the NACK signal and receiving the retransmitted data until the

decoding of the data succeeds. In the example of FIG. 6, the eNode B attempts to combine the

data retransmitted in step S604 and the data which is previously received and stored and decodes
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the combined data. The eNode B transmits the ACK signal to the UE on the PHICH if the

decoding of the received data succeeds (step $605). The UE may transmit the UL scheduling

information for the transmission of next data to the UE on the PDCCH, and may transmit the

NDI toggled to l in order to report that the UL scheduling information is not used for the

adaptive retransmission, but is used for the transmission of new data (step $606). The UE may

transmit new data to the eNode B on the PUSCH corresponding to the received UL scheduling

information (step 860?).

[0092] The random access procedure may be triggered in the above-described cases as

described above. Hereinafter, the case where the UE requests UL radio resources will be

described.

[0093] FIG. 7 is a View illustrating a method of transmitting a message 3 in a random

access procedure when UL radio resources are requested.

[0094] When new data is generated in a transfer buffer 601 of the UE, for example, an

RLC buffer and a PDCP buffer, the UE should generally inform the eNode B of information

about the generation of the data. More accurately, when data having priority higher than that of

data stored in the transfer buffer of the UE is generated, the UE informs the eNode B that the

data is generated.

[0095] This indicates that the UE requests radio resources to the eNode B in order to

transmit the generated data. The eNode B may assign preper radio resources to the UE

according to the above information. The information about the generation of the data is called a

buffer status report (hereinafter, referred to as “‘BSR”). Hereinafter, as described above, the

request for the transmission of the BSR is represented by triggering of the BSR transmission

(36100). If the BSR transmission is triggered, the UE should transmit the BSR to the eNode B.
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However, if the radio resources for transmitting the BSR are not present, the UE may trigger a

random access procedure and attempt to request radio resources ($6200).

[0096] As described above, if the random access procedure for requesting the radio

resources to the eNode B is triggered, the UE may transmit a random access preamble to the

eNode B and receive a random access response message corresponding thereto as described with

reference to Fle. 4 and S. In addition, a message 3 (that is, a MAC PDU) including a UE

identifier and a BSR may be generated and stored in a Msg3 buffer 602, in a MAC layer of the

UE through a UL Grant signal included in the random access response message. The message 3

stored in the Msg3 buffer 602 may be copied and stored in a HARQ process buffer 603 indicated

by the UL Grant information. FIG. 7 shows, by way of example, the case where the HARQ

process A is used for the transmission of the message 3. Thus, the message 3 is COpied to the

HARQ buffer 603 corresponding to the HARQ process A. The message 3 stored in the HARQ

buffer 603 may be transmitted to the eNode B on a PUSCH.

[0097] Meanwhile, if the UE should perform retrial of the random access procedure due

to contention resolution failure, the UE may transmit the random access preamble to the eNode B

again and receive a random access response (36300)- However, in the retried random access

procedure, the UE uses the message 3 stored in the Msg3 buffer 602 again, without generating a

new message 3. That is, the UE may COpy and store the MAC PDU corresponding to the

message 3 stored in the Msg3 buffer 602 in a HARQ buffer 604, and transmit the MAC PDU,

according to the UL Grant signal included in the random acceSS response received in the retried

random access procedure. FIG. 7 shows the case where the reattempted random access

procedure is performed by a HARQ process B. The data stored in the Msg3 buffer 602 may be

copied into the HARQ buffer B and transmitted.
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[0098] As described above, if the random access response is received while the random

access procedure is performed, the UE stores the message 3 stored in the Msg3 buffer in the

HARQ buffer and transmits the message 3. As described above, in the current the LTE system

standard for the HARQ process, it is defined that the transmission of the data stored in the Msg3

buffer is triggered by the reception of any UL Grant signal. Accordingly, the CR timer may be

erroneously driven such that an erroneous contention resolution process is performed. Due to the

erroneous contention resolution procedure, the above-described BSR may not be normally

transmitted and the UE may come to deadlock. This problem will be described in detail with

reference to FIG. 8.

[0099] FIG. 8 is a view illustrating a problem which may occur when data stored in a

Msg3 buffer is transmitted by an Uplink (UL) Grant signal received on a message other than a

random access response message.

[00100] As described with reference to FIG. 7, the UE may trigger the BSR when high

priority data is generated, transmit the random access preamble in order to transmit the BSR to

the eNode B (3801), and receive the random access response corresponding thereto (S 802).

[00101] Thereafter, the UE may transmit a message 3 including the BSR via UL Grant

information included in the random access response message received in step 8802 (8803). If

the message 3 is transmitted, the CR timer is operated as described with reference to FIG. 5.

[00102] If the random access procedure is completed before the CR timer expires, the UE

determines that the random access procedure has not been successfully completed ($804). In

this case, the UE may try to restart the random access procedure from the transmission of the

random access preamble.
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[00103] At this time, since the eNode B does not yet know that the UE is performing the

random access procedure, the eNode B may transmit a UL Grant signal independent of the

random access procedure on a masked PDCCH ($805). In this case, according to the current

LTE system standard, the UE transmits the message 3 stored in the Msg3 buffer according to the

UL Grant signal received on the PDCCH in step $805 (3806). In addition, when the message 3

is transmitted, the CR timer is restarted. That is, even when the UE does not perform the

transmission of the random access preamble and the reception of the random access respouse

message, the CR timer is restarted in step $806.

[00104] Although the CR timer is started as the UE transmits the message 3 in step 8806,

the eNode B may not know that the UE is performing the random access procedure because the

reception of the random access preamble and the transmission of the random access response

message are not performed. If another UL Grant signal is received on the PDCCH including the

UE identifier (8807), the UE determines that the ongoing random access procedure is

successfully completed. Accordingly, the UE may st0p the ongoing CR time (8808).

[00105] If the message 3 transmitted to the eNode B in step 3806 is not successfully

received by the eNode B (A), the UE no longer transmits the message 3 including the BSR.

Accordingly, if additional data is not generated, the UE may not transmit the data generated in

the transfer buffer to the eNode B-

[00106] The above-described problem will be described as follows.

[00107] According to the current LTE system standard, if the UL Grant signal is received

in a state in which the data is stored in the Msg3 buffer, the UE transmits the data stored in the

Msg3 buffer to the eNode B. At this time, the UL Grant signal may be transmitted by the eNode
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B, not for the transmission of the data stored in the Msg3 buffer, but for the transmission of other

data. Accordingly, the CR timer may be erroneoust started.

[00108] In addition, if the eNode B does not know that the CR timer is erroneously started

in the UE and transmits the UL Grant signal for the transmission of other data as described with

reference to FIG. 8, information (e.g., BSR) to be transmitted through the message 3 may be lost.

[00109] In addition, the UE may not receive a message 4 for completing a proper

contention resolution procedure even with respect to the ongoing random access procedure.

[00110] In a preferred embodiment of the invention for solving the above-described

problem, the data stored in the Msg3 buffer is restrictiver transmitted only in the case where the

UL Grant signal received from the eNode B is received on the random access resmnse message,

but not in all cases where the UL Grant signal is received from the eNode B. If the UL Grant

signal is received on the masked PDCCH not by the random access response message but by the

UE identifier (C-RNTI or a Semi Persistent Scheduling Radio Network Temporary Identifier

(SPS-RNTI)) in a state in which the data is stored in the Msg3 buffer, a method of acquiring and

transmitting new data (MAC PDU) to the eNode B instead of the data stored in the Msg3 buffer

is suggested.

[00111] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating a method of transmitting UL data by a UE

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. In more detail, FIG. 9 shows the

operation of a HARQ entity of the UE according to an embodiment of the present invention at

every TTI.

[00112] First, the HARQ entity of the UE may identify a HARQ process associated with a

TTI (S901). If the HARQ process associated with the TTI is identified, the HARQ entity of the

UE may determine whether or not a UL Grant signal received from the eNode B indicated at the
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TTI (S902). The UE may determine whether or not a HARQ buffer corresponding to the HARQ

process is empty if there is no information about the received UL Grant signal at the TTI, and

perform non-adaptive retransmission as described with reference to FIG. 6 if there is data in the

HARQ buffer (S903).

[00113] Meanwhile, if there is a UL Grant signal received from the eNode B at the TTI, it

may be determined (1) whether the UL Grant signal is not received on the PDCCH indicated by

the temporary C-RNTI and the NDI is toggled from the value during transmission prior to the

HARQ process, (2) whether there is previous NDI and this transmission is initial transmission of

the HARQ process, (3) whether the UL Grant signal is received on the PDCCH indicated by the

C-RNTI and the HARQ buffer of the HARQ process is empty, or (4) whether the UL Grant

signal is received on the random access response message (S904). If any one of the conditions

(1) to (4) is satisfied in step S904 (A), the method progresses to step S906. In contrast, if any

one of the conditions (1) to (4) is not satisfied in step S904 (B), the method progresses to step

S905 ofperforming adaptive retransmission using the UL Grant signal (S905).

[00114] Meanwhile, the UE determines whether there is data in the Msg3 buffer in step

S906 (S906). In addition, even when there is data in the Msg3 buffer, the UE determines

whether the received UL Grant signal is received on the random access response message (S907).

That is, the UE according to the present embodiment transmits the data stored in the Msg3 buffer

only when there is data in the Msg3 buffer when receiving the UL Grant signal and the UL Grant

signal is received on the random access response message (S908). If there is no data in the Msg3

buffer when receiving the UL Grant signal or the UL Grant is not received on the random access

response message, the UE determines that the eNode B makes a request not for the transmission

of the data stored in the Msg3 buffer but for transmission of new data, and performs new data
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transmission ($909). In more detail, the HARQ entity of the UE may be controlled such that a

MAC PDU including new data from a multiplexing and assembly entity is acquired and is

transmitted through the HARQ process.

[00115] Hereinafter, an example applied to a process of transmitting a BSR by the UE

which operates by the embodiment described with reference to FIG. 9 as shown in FIG. 8 will be

described.

[00116] FIG- 10 is a View illustrating a method of transmitting UL data when a BSR is

triggered in a UE, according to an embodiment of the present invention.

[00117] As described above, new data may be generated in the RLC and PDCP buffers of

the UE. It is assumed that the generated new data has higher priority than that of the data already

stored in the RLC and PDCP buffers. The UE may trigger the BSR transmission in order to

inform an eNode B of information about the generation of the data (step 1)-

[00118] The UE should transmit the BSR according to BSR transmission trigger, but, in a

special case, there may be no radio resource for transmitting the BSR- In this case, the UE may

trigger a random access procedure for transmitting the BSR. It is assumed that the random

access procedure triggered in the present embodiment is the contention based random access

procedure described with reference to FIG. 5.

[00119] The UE may transmit a random access preamble to the eNode B according to the

triggering of the random access procedure (step 2).

[00120] The eNode B may receive the random access preamble transmitted by the UE and

transmit a random access response message to the UE (step 3). The UE may receive the random

access I'CSpOl'lSC message.
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[00121] The UE may generate a message 3 including the BSR and a UE identifier

according to a UL Grant signal included in the random access response message received in step

3 and store the message 3 in a Msg3 buffer (step 4).

[00122] The UE may select a HARQ process according to the UL Grant information

included in the random access response message received in step 3 and copy and store the

message 3 stored in the Msg3 buffer in the buffer corresponding to the selected HARQ process.

Thereafter, the data stored in the HARQ buffer may be transmitted to the eNode B according to

the UL HARQ procedure described with reference to FIG. 6 (step 5). The UE starts (or restarts)

the CR timer by the transmission of the message 3.

[00123] When the CR timer expires, the UE may perform retrial of the random access

procedure. That is, a random access preamble and a PRACI-I resource may be prepared to be

selected and transmitted to the eNode B. However, in a state in which the CR timer is not

operated, the UE may receive the UL Grant signal from the eNode B on a PDCCH masked by a

UE identifier (step 6).

[00124] When the UL Grant signal has been received on the PDCCH in step 6, the UE

generates new data different from the data stored in the Msg3 buifer according to the UL Grant

information received in step 6 as a new MAC PDU, unlike the procedure of the embodiment of

FIG. 8 for transmitting the message 3 stored in the Msg3 buffer according to the UL Grant

information received in step 6 (step 7). In more detail, if the UE receives the UL Grant signal in

step 6 but does not receive the UL Grant signal on the random access response message, a MAC

PDU for transmitting not the data stored in the Msg3 buffer but new data from a multiplexing

and assembly entity may be acquired and transmitted using a HARQ process corresponding

thereto.
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[00125] After the new MAC PDU is generated, the UE according to the present

embodiment may select a HARQ process according to the UL Grant signal received in step 6,

store the MAC PDU newly generated in step 7 in the buffer correSponding to the HARQ process,

and transmit the MAC PDU to the eNode B according to the UL HARQ procedure (step 8).

[00126] Thereafter, the UE may perform a random access procedure including the

transmission of the random access preamble and the reception of the random access response and

transmit the BSR stored in the Msg3 buffer to the eNode B.

[00127] According to the above-described embodiment, it is possible to prevent the eNode

B fiom erroneoust operating the CR timer due to the UL Grant signal transmitted not for

transmission of the data stored in the Msg3 buffer but for transmission of new data. Accordingly,

the problem that the message 3 is lost may be solved. In addition, the random access procedure

of the UE with the eNode B may be normally performed.

[00128] Unlike the above-described embodiment, as another embodiment of the present

invention, a method of performing a process while ignoring the UL Grant signal if the UL Grant

signal is received fiom the eNode B on the PDCCH masked by the UE identifier during the

random access procedure of the UE may be implemented. In this case, the UE may transfer the

message 3 to the eNode B by the normal random access procedure, and the eNode B may

retransmit the UL Grant signal for the transmission of new data after the random access

procedure of the UE is completed.

[00129] Hereinafter, the configuration of the UE for implementing the above~described

embodiment of the present invention will be described.

[00130] FIG. 11 is a schematic view showing the configuration of a UE according to an

embodiment of the present invention.
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[00131] As shown in FIG. 11, the UE according to the present embodiment may include a

reception (Rx) module 1101 for receiving a UL Grant signal from an eNode B on a specific

message, a transmission (TX) module 1102 for transmitting data to the eNode B using the

received UL Grant signal, a Msg3 buffer 1103 for storing UL data transmitted in a random

access procedure, and a HARQ entity 1104 for controlling the transmission ofUL data of the UE.

[00132] In particular, the HARQ entity 1104 of the UE according to the present

embodiment performs a fimCtion of determining whether there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer

1103 when the Rx module 1101 receives the UL Grant signal and a fimction of determining

whether the R): module 1 101 receives the UL Grant signal on a random access response message.

If there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer 1103 when the RX module 1101 receives the UL Grant

signal and the RX module 110] receives the UL Grant signal on the random access response

message, the data stored in the Msg3 buffer 1103 is controlled to be acquired and transmitted to

the eNode B. If there is no data stored in the Msg3 buffer 1103 when the Rx module 1101

receives the UL Grant signal and the RX module 1101 receives the UL Grant signal not on the

random access response message but on the PDCCH, the data stored in the Msg3 buffer 1103 is

not transmitted but new data is acquired from the multiplexing and assembly entity in the form of

a MAC PDU and is transmitted to the eNode B.

[00133] In addition, in order to perform the UL HARQ procedure, the UE according to the

present embodiment may include one or more HARQ processes 1106 and HARQ buffers 1107

corresponding to the HARQ processes 1106. In the current LTE system, eight independent

HARQ processes are defined for use, but the present invention is not limited thereto.

[00134] Meanwhile, the HARQ entity 1104 according to the present embodiment may

transfer the data acquired from the multiplexing and assembly entity 1105 or the msg3 buffer
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1103 to a specific HARQ process 1106 using the above-described configuration, and control the

specific HARQ process 1106 to transmit the data acquired from the multiplexing and aSSembly

entity 1105 or the Msg3 buffer 1103 through the Tx module 1102. As described above, if the

specific HARQ process 1106 transmits the data stored in the Msg3 buffer 1103 through the TX

module 1102 as described above, the data stored in the Msg3 buffer 1103 may be copied into the

specific HARQ buffer 110’? corresponding to the specific HARQ process 1106 and the data

copied into the specific HARQ buffer 1107 may be transmitted through the TX module 1102.

[00135] At this time, the data stored in the Msg3 buffer 1103 is a MAC PDU including a

UE identifier and may further include information such as a BSR according to the purpose of the

random access procedure.

[00136] In the configuration of the UE shown in FIG. 11, the TX module 1102 and the Rx

module 1101 may be configured as a physical layer processing module 1108, and the HARQ

entity 1104, the multiplexing and assembly entity 1105 and one or more HARQ processes 1106

may be configured as a MAC layer module 1109. However, the invention is not limited thereto.

In addition, the Msg3 buffer 1103 and the HARQ buffers 1107 corresponding to the HARQ

processes 1106 may be implemented using any storage medium.

[00137] Although the signal transmission or reception technology and the UE for the same

are applied to a 3GPP LTE system, they are applicable to various mobile communication

systems having a similar procedure, in addition to the 3GPP LTE system.

[00138] It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various modifications and

variations can be made in the present invention without departing from the Spirit or scope of the

invention. Thus, it is intended that the present invention covers the modifications and variations
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of this invention provided they come within the scope of the appended claims and their

equivalents.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. I A methodof transmitting data by a user equipment through an uplink, the method

comprising: - I

receiving an uplink grant (UL Grant) signal from a base station on a random access

response message;

determining whether there is data stored in a message 3 (Msg3) buffer and whether the

UL Grant signal was received on the random access response message; and

transmitting the data stored in the Msg3 buffer to the base station using the UL Grant

signal received on the random access response message, if there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer

and if the UL Grant signal was received on the random access response message.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

transmitting new data to the base station in correspondence with the UL Grant signal, if

the UL Grant signal is not received on the random access response message.

3. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

receiving another UL Grant signal on a physical downlink control channel (PDCCH); and

transmitting new data to the base station in correspondence with the another UL Grant

signal.
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4. The method according to claim 2, wherein the transmitting the new data to the base

station includes:

acquiring a Medium Access Control Protocol Data Unit (MAC PDU) from a multiplexing

and assembly entity; and

transmitting the MAC PDU to the base station.

5. The method according to claim 3, wherein the transmitting the new data to the base

station includes:

acquiring a Medium Access Control Protocol Data Unit (MAC PDU) from a multiplexing

and assembly entity; and

transmitting the MAC PDU to the base station.

6. The method according to claim 3,

wherein the another UL Grant signal is received on the PDCCH related to one of Cell-

Radio Network Temporary Identifier (RNTI) and Temporary Cell-RNTI.

7. The method according to claim 1, wherein the data stored in the Msg3 buffer is a

Medium Access Control Protocol Data Unit (MAC PDU) including a user equipment identifier.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the data stored in the Msg3 buffer further

includes information about a buffer status report (BSR) if the user equipment starts a random

access procedure for the BSR.
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9. A user equipment comprising:

a reception module adapted to receive an uplink grant (UL Grant) signal from a base

station on a random access response message;

a transmission module adapted to transmit data to the base station using the UL Grant

signal received on the random access response message;

a message 3 (MsgS) buffer adapted to store UL data to be transmitted in a random access

procedure; and

a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) entity adapted to

determine whether there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer and whether the UL

Grant signal was received on the random access response message,

acquire the data stored in the Msg3 buffer if there is data stored in the Msg3

buffer and the UL Grant signal was received on the random access response message, and

control the transmission module to transmit the data stored in the Msg3 buffer to

the base station using the UL Grant signal received by the reception module on the

random access response message.
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A mobile communication technology, and, more particularly, a method for efficiently

transmitting data stored in a message 3 (Msg3) buffer and a user equipment for the same is

disclosed. The method of transmitting data by a user equipment in uplink includes receiving an

uplink (UP) Grant signal from a base station on a specific message, determining whether there is

data stored in a message 3 (Msg3) buffer when receiving the UL Grant signal on the specific

message, determining whether the specific message is a random access response message, and

transmitting the data stored in the Msg3 buffer to the base station using the UL Grant signal

received on the specific message, if there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer when receiving the

UL Grant signal on the specific message and the specific message is the random access response

message .
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Exhibit 2008-066
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Exhibit 2008-067
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Exhibit 2008-069
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Exhibit 2008-070
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Exhibit 2008-116

Substitute for form 1449NPTO
Complete if Known

* pplication Number

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Filing Date
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

 

 

First Named Inventor

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Cite Document Number _ Publication Date Name of Patentee of Pages, Columns, Lines. Where
Initials' No.‘r Number-kind Code 2 “mm’ MM»DD~YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or Relevant

Fiures * - ear

—7881236 02-01-2011 Park et al.
_8422410 04—16-2013 Park et al.
_200810095094 04-24—2003 Innami

  
  FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Publication Date Name of Patentee or

MM-DD-YYYY pplicant of Cited
Document

 

  
 

 

    
 

  

Pages. Columns,
Lines. Where

Relevant

Passages or
Relevant Figures

Foreign Patent Document

 
  

 

  

 
 Country Codea; Number“; Kind

Code‘ (if known)

ONS RESEARCH

4 we 20077126301 1110812007

INSTITUTE

wo20081041324 0411012003 LG ELECTRONICS -INC.

OTHER ART (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages. etc.)

Examiner Cite
Initials" No.1

Examination Report for Great Britain Patent Application No. GB0912850.5. mailed August 20,

2009 (Attorney Ref. No; 7836—5—68)

7 Official Action for Great Britain Patent Application No. GB0912850.5, mailed Jan. 8, 2010

(Attorney Ref. No: 7836-5-GB)

   
 

  

      

  ELECTRONICS AND

TELECOMMUNICATI

  

Official Action for Great Britain Patent Application No. 61309128505, mailed June 7, 2010

(Attorney Ref. No.: 7836-5—68)

Official Action for Great Britain Patent Application No. 6809128505. mailed July 21, 2010

(Attorney Ref. No.: 7836-5-68)

10 Notification of Grant for Great Britain PatentApplication No. GB0912850.5. mailed December 7.

2010 (Attorney Ref. No.: 7836-5-68)

Examiner Date

Signature Considered

“EXAMINER: Initial if reference is considered. whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this
form with next communication to applicant.
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Substitute for form 1449NPTO Complete if Known

Application Number 131801.529

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE F,.,,,._. 0..., Ma... .3, 2....
First Named Inventor Sung Jun PARK
‘ rt Unit 2464

Examiner Name NGO. Ricky Quoc

Prior Art Search Report (including translation) for Korean Application No. 10-2009-0057128,

mailed Oct. 2?. 2009 (Attorney Ref. No.: 7836—5HKR)

 

Decision to Grant for Korean Application No. 10—2009-0057128. mailed Jan. 11. 2010 (Attorney

Ref. No.1 7836«5-KR)

International Search Report for corresponding International Application No. PCTfKR20091004002.

mailed March 9, 2010 (Attorney Ref. No.: 7836-5-PCT)

Written Opinion for corresponding International Application No. PCTIKR2009l004002. mailed

March 9. 2010 (Attorney Ref. No.: 7836-5-PCT)

International Preliminary Report on Patentability for corresponding International Application No.

PCT!KR2009!004002. mailed February 24, 2011 (Attorney Ref. No.: 7836—5-PCT)

Office Action for Canadian Patent Application No. 2.720.833. mailed June 12. 2012 (Attorney Ref.

No.1 7836-5—PCA)

Notice of Allowance for Canadian Patent Application No. 2,720,833. mailed August 8. 2013

(Attorney Ref. No.: 7836-5-PCA)

Office Action for Chinese Patent Application No. 2009801200040. mailed March 5, 2013 (Attorney

Ref. No: 7836-5-PCN)

Office Action for Chinese Patent Application No. 2009801200040, mailed November 21, 2013

(Attorney Ref. No.: 7836-5—PCN)

European Search Report for European Patent Application No. 091666206. mailed Nov. 27, 2009

(Attorney Ref. No.: 7836-5-PEP)

Office Action for European Patent Application No. 091666206. mailed Jan. 19. 2010 (Attorney

Ref. No.: 7836-5-PEP)

Official Action for U.S. Patent Application No. 121538.514, mailed June 11, 2010 (Attorney Ref.

No.: 78366)

Notice of Allowance for U.S. Patent Application No. 121538.514, mailed Sept. 20, 2010 (Attorney

Ref. No.: 7836-5)

Notice of Allowance for U.S. Patent Application No. 121972.366, mailed December 14, 2012

(Attorney Ref. No.: 7836-5~CON)

 
Examiner Date

Signature Considered

*EXAMINER: Initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this
form with next communication to applicant.
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Substitute for form 1449Al‘PTO Complete if Known

Application Number 31'801529

March 13, 2013

First Named Inventor - ung Jun Parlr

Art Unit

Examiner Name HALL, Teisha Danea

ttorney Docket Number 783B—5-CON-2

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

 

 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner ‘ Document Number Publication Date Name of Patentee of Pages, Columns, Lines. Where
. Number-kind Code WWW MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Relevant Passages or Relevant

Fi ures Ap ear

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Publication Date Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns,
MM—DD—YYYY pplicar‘lt of Cited Lines. Where

Document Relevant
Passages or

Relevant Fig ures
A ear

OTHER ART (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, etc.)

Examiner Cite
initials“ No.1

1 Office Action (including translation) for Chinese Patent Application No. 2009801200040. mailed

May 28, 2014 (Attorney Ref. No.: 7836-5-PCN)

Examiner Date

Signature Considered

I*EXI-‘tl'lllllllER‘. Initial if reference is considered, whether or not citation is in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this
form with next communication to applicant.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 

AND USER EQUIPMENT FOR THE SAME”

In Re the Application of: ) Group Art Unit: 2461

Sung Jun PARK ; Confirmation No.: 4046
Serial No.: 13X801 ,529 ) Examiner: HALL, Teisha Danea

Filed: March 13, 2013 ; SUPPLEMENTAL
Atty. File No.: 7836-5-CON—2 % INFORmSURE
Entitled: “DATA TRANSMISSION METHOD ) STATEMENT

) Electronically Submitted

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 223 13~1450

Dear Sir:

The references cited on attached Form PTO-1449 are being called to the attention

of the Examiner.

El Copies of the cited non-patent and/or foreign references are enclosed herewith.

I:I Copies of the cited US. patents andfor patent applications are enclosed herewith.

I:I Copies of the cited U.S. patentsr’unpublished patent applicationsipatent application

publications are not enclosed in accordance with 37 CPR. § l.98(a).

I:I Copies of the cited references are not enclosed, in accordance with 37 CPR.

§ l.98(d), because the references were cited by or submitted to the US. Patent and

Trademark Office in prior application Serial No. filed ,

which is relied upon for an earlier filing date under 35 U.S.C. § 120.

E To the best of applicants’ belief, the pertinence of the foreign-language references

are believed to be summarized in the attached English translationfabstracts and/or in the

figures, although applicants do not necessarily vouch for the accuracy of the translation.

I:I Examiner’s attention is drawn to the following related applications:

0 Serial No. filed (Attorney Ref. No. l

Ij Other:

Submission of the above information is not intended as an admission that any item

  

is citable under the statutes or rules to support a rejection, that any item disclosed

represents analogous art, or that those skilled in the art would refer to or recognize the

pertinence of any reference without the benefit of hindsight, nor should an inference be

drawn as to the pertinence of the references based on the order in which they are presented.
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Exhibit 2008-120

Submission of this statement should not be taken as an indication that a search has been

conducted, or that no better art exists.

It is respectfully requested that the cited information be expressly considered

during the prosecution of this application and the references made of record therein.

FEES

37 CPR 1.970)): No fee is believed due in connection with this submission, because the information disclosure statement
submitted herewith is satisfied by one ofthe following conditions [“X“ indicates satisfaction):

El Within three months of the filing date of a national application other than a continued prosecution
application under 37 CFR 1.5301], or

Cl Within three months of the date ot'eohy into the national stage of an international application as set
forth in 37 CFR 1.49] or

El Before the mailing date of a first Office Action on the merits, or

D Before the mailing of a first Office action after the filing of a request for continued examination under
37 CFR H 14.

Although no fee is believed due, if any fee is deemed due in connection with this submission, please charge such fee to
Deposit Account 19-1970.

37 CFR 1.97tc): The in formation disclosure statement transmitted herewith is being filed after all the above conditions (37
CFR l.97(b))1 but before the mailing date of one of the following conditions:

(I) a final action under 37 C.F.R. H 13 or
[2) a notice of allowance under 37 C.F.R. 1.31 I, or
(3) an action that otherwise cioses prosecution in the application.

This information DiSclosure Statement is accompanied by:

D A Certification (below) as specified by 37 {Ll-ZR. l.97(e). Although no fee is believed due, if any fee is deemed
due in connection with this submission. piease charge such fee to Depoait Account l9—l970.

OR

B Please charge Deposit Account 19-1970 in the amount of$l 30.00 for the fee set forth in 37 C.l~‘.R. l. l 7(p) for
submission of an information disclosure statement, Please credit any overpayment or charge any underpayment to Deposit
Account 194970.

37 CFR l.9’l'((l): This information Disclosure Statement is being submitted afler the period specified in 37 CFR |.97(c).

El This information Disclosure Statement includes a Certification (below) as specified by 37 CPR. |.97(e)
AND

D Applicants hereby requests consideration of the referencets) disclosed herein. Please charge Deposit Account
l9—1970 in the amount of$l 30.00 under 37 C.F.R. l.| 'itp). Please credit any overpayment or charge any underpayment to
Deposit Account 19—1970. Election to pay the fee should not be taken as an indication that applicantts} cannot execute a
certification.
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Certification (37 C.F.R. 1.97(e))

(Applicable only if checked)

D The undersigned certifies that:
B Each item of information contained in this information disclosure statement was

first cited in any communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign

application not more than three months prior to the filing of this statement. 37 CPR.

197(c)(1).

El A copy ofthe communication from the foreign patent office is enclosed.

OR

El No item of information contained in this information disclosure statement was

cited in a communication from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign

application, and, to the knowledge of the undersigned after making reasonable

inquiry, no item of information contained in this Information Disclosure Statement

was known to any individual designated in 37 CPR. 1.56(c) more than three months

prior to the filing of this statement. 37 CPR. 1.97(e)(2).
 

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS PC.

#37 If;—

By: s” “E
n H. Vick

, 55% Registration No. 45,285
M 1560 Broadway, Suite 1200

Denver, Colorado 8 0202-5141

(303) 863—9700
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Exhibit 2008-122

Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Application Number: 13801529 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation N um ber:

Title of Invention: DATA TRANSMISSION METHOD AND USER EQUIPMENT FOR THE SAME

First Named InventorlApplicant Name: Sung Jun PARK

Customer Number: 62574
 

Filer: Jason Vick/Joanne Vos
 

Filer Authorized By: Jason Vick

Receipt Date: 22—0CT—2014 

Filing Date: 13-MAR-2013 

Time Stamp: 19:16:46

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a]

Payment information:

 
 

Submitted with Payment no

File Listing:

Document . . . File SizeIBytesh'

Number Document Descnptmn me Name Message Digest Part hzip (ifappl.)   542994

lDS_04.pdf yesm6i3c20t8ab434w3clilflb IJrflllfciflbicZ
511 I 
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Multipart Descriptiom'PDF files in .zip description 

Document Description 

Transmittal Letter

Warnings: 

Information:

736789
7836- S-PCN_NOA_09-4-2014.Non Patent Literature

pdf 2445111&I1IUiUJL2LfawSER501|fl02c‘9blfiu
1fi3li I

Warnings: 

Information:

 
Total Files Size (in bytes) 12?9?83 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

Ifa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date [see 37 CFR

1.53[b)—(d] and MPEP 506], a Filing Receipt {37 CFR 1.54] will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date ofthe application.

 

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage ofan international application is compliant with the conditions of 35

U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT!DO!EO!903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO asa Receiving Office

Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for

an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP1810], a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCTIROH 05) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of

the application.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER I‘OR l’A'l'liN'l'S

PD. Box [-150
Alexandria, Virginia 223 I 1- | 450
www.maplugm'

 
APPLICA'l'ION N0. FILING DA'I'I'I FIRST NAMED LVVI'IN'l‘OR A'l'l'ORNEY DOCKET NO. CON] 71RMA'I'ION N0.
 

131801.529 0.1!1312013 Sung Jun PARK 13365-mN—2 4046

6257-1 T590 [J'lflBIEUIS . , .

JasonH.Vick
Sheridan Ross, PC “Al-L» T513“ DANEA
Suite # 1200

1560 Broadway
Denver, CO 80202
 

246 I

 
NO'I'II‘ICA'l'ION DA'I'IL D] El .IV] {RY MODIL

0210320] 5 ELEC'I‘RON [C

Please find below andfor attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above—indicated "Notification Date" to the

following e-mail address(es):

jvick @shcridzmross.c01n

P'I‘OL—9UA (Rev. WU?)
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Application No. Applicantis)

 
131’801,529 PARK ET AL.

Office Acn—On summary Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventorto File)

TEISHA o. HALL 2461 iltgtus 
— The MAiLiNG DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE a MONTHS FROM THE MAILING DATE OF
THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 3? CFR 1.136(a). In no event. however. may a reply be timely tiled
after SIX (6} MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above. the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will. by statute. cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months alter the mailing date of this communication. even it timely filed. may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 3? CFR 1.704(b}.

Status

HIE Responsive to communication(s) filed on 03/13/2013.

I] A declaration(s)iatfidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) wasiwere filed on L

2a)I:I This acti0n is FINAL. 2b)IX This actiOn is non—final.

3)I:I An electiOn was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on

; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)I:I Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Ouayie, 1935 CD. 11, 453 QC. 213.

 

Disposition of Claims‘

5)IX Claim(s) flisiare pending in the application.
 

5a) Of the ab0ve claim(s) isiare withdrawn from consideration.

6)I:I Claim(s) isiare allowed.

THE Claim(s) fl isiare rejected.

8)I:I Claim(s) isiare objected to.

9)I:I Claim(s) are subject to restriction andior election requirement.
 

" If any claims have been determined allowable. you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

participating Intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more Information, please see

itiindex.'s or send an inquiry to PPi—lieedbackfiusptogov.  htt :wawusoto. ow‘ ateritsiinit eventsio 

Application Papers

10)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11)|:I The drawing(s) filed on isiare: a)E] accepted or b)|:l objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawingis) be held In abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheetis) including the correction is required if the drawingis) ls objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

 

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)—(d) or (f).

Certified copies:

a)IX All b)I:I Some“ c)I:I None of the:

LE Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.I:| Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. .

3.I:| Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

applicatiOn from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

"' See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

 

Attachment(s)

1] E Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 3} El Interview Summary (pTo_413)
. . Paper Nots)iivlail Date.

2} E Information Disclosure Statementis) (PTOiSBiOSa andior PTOISBiOSb} 4] El Oiher —Paper No(s]iMail Date
 US. Patent and Trademark Ollice

PTOL-szs (Rev. 1 1-13) Office Action Summary 112



Exhibit 2008-126

Application/Control Number: 13/801,529 Page 2

Art Unit: 2461

The present application is being examined under the pre-AIA first to invent provisions.

DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

Claims 1-9 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Du et

al, US Patent Number: 8,199,730.

Regarding claim 1, Du et al. discloses a method of transmitting data by a user

equipment through an uplink, the method comprising: receiving an uplink grant (UL Grant)

signal from a base station on a random access response message (Column 1, lines 58-62

discloses Message 2, also called a Random Access Response Message carrying an uplink grant is

transmitted to network UE); determining whether there is data stored in a message 3 (Msg3)

buffer (Abstract discloses, a medium access protocol data unit in the message 3 buffer) and

whether the UL Grant signal was received on the random access response message (Column 1,

lines 58—62 discloses Message 2, also called a Random Access Response Message carrying an

uplink grant is transmitted to network UE); and transmitting the data stored in the Msg3 buffer

to the base station using the UL Grant signal received on the random access response message,

if there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer and if the UL Grant signal was received on the random

access response message (Colum n1, lines 62—67 disclose the UEs using the same Random

Access Preamble in Message 1 would receive the same uplink grant in Message 2 (random

access response) and use the same uplink grant to transmit Message 3).
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Application/Control Number: 13/801,529 Page 3

Art Unit: 2461

Regarding claim 2, the method according to claim 1, further comprising: transmitting

new data to the base station in correspondence with the UL Grant signal, if the UL Grant signal

is not received on the random access response message (Column 7, lines 5-10 disclose an uplink

grant signal received on a PDCCH (not random access response message), ).

Regarding claim 3, the method according to claim 1, further comprising: receiving

another UL Grant signal on a physical downlink control channel (PDCCH) (Column 2, lines 4-25);

and transmitting new data to the base station in correspondence with the another UL Grant

signal (Column 2, lines 4-25).

Regarding claim 4, the method according to claim 2, wherein the transmitting the new

data to the base station includes: acquiring a Medium Access Control Protocol Data Unit (MAC

PDU) from a multiplexing and assembly entityr (It is well known in the art that MAC PDU are

assembled within an entity); and transmitting the MAC PDU to the base station (Columnl, lines

62—67 disclose the UEs using the same Random Access Preamble in Message 1 would receive

the same uplink grant in Message 2 (random access response) and use the same uplink grant to

transmit Message 3).

Regarding claim 5, the method according to claim 3, wherein the transmitting the new

data to the base station includes: acquiring a Medium Access Control Protocol Data Unit (MAC
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Application/Control Number: 13/801,529 Page 4

Art Unit: 2461

PDU) from a multiplexing and assembly entity 0; and transmitting the MAC PDU to the base

station 0.

Regarding claim 6, the method according to claim 3, wherein the another UL Grant

signal is received on the PDCCH related to one of Cell-Radio Network Temporary Identifier

(RNTI) and Temporary Cell-RNTI (Column 2, lines 4-25).

Regarding claim 7, the method according to claim 1, wherein the data stored in the

Msg3 buffer is a Medium Access Control Protocol Data Unit (MAC PDU) includinga user

equipment identifier (Abstract discloses a MAC PDU in the Msg3 buffer).

Regarding claim 8, the method according to claim 7, wherein the data stored in the

Msg3 buffer further includes information about a buffer status report (BSR) if the user

equipment starts a random access procedure for the BSR (The abstract discloses a Msg3 buffer,

however a buffer status report is well known in the art for the purpose of adaptive traffic

flows).

Regarding claim 9, a user equipment comprising: a reception module adapted to receive

an uplink grant (UL Grant) signal from a base station on a random access response message

(Column 1, lines 58—62 discloses Message 2, also called a Random Access Response Message

carrying an uplink grant is transmitted to network UE); a transmission module adapted to
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Exhibit 2008-129

Application/Control Number: 13/801,529 Page 5

Art Unit: 2461

transmit data to the base station using the UL Grant signal received on the random access

response message (Colum n1, lines 62-67 disclose the UEs using the same Random Access

Preamble in Message 1 would receive the same uplink grant in Message 2 (random access

response) and use the same uplink grant to transmit Message 3); a message 3 (Msg3) buffer

adapted to store UL data to be transmitted in a random access procedure (Abstract discloses, a

medium access protocol data unit in the message 3 buffer); and a Hybrid Automatic Repeat

Request (HARQ) entity adapted to determine whether there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer

and whether the UL Grant signal was received on the random access response message

(Column 1, lines 58-62 discloses Message 2, also called a Random Access Response Message

carrying an uplink grant is transmitted to network UE), acquire the data stored in the Msg3

buffer if there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer and the UL Grant signal was received on the

random access response message (Abstract discloses, a medium access protocol data unit in

the message 3 buffer), and control the transmission module to transmit the data stored in the

Msg3 buffer to the base station using the UL Grant signal received by the reception module on

the random access response message (Columnl, lines 62—67 disclose the UEs using the same

Random Access Preamble in Message 1 would receive the same uplink grant in Message 2

(random access response) and use the same uplink grant to transmit Message 3).
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Application/Control Number: 13/801,529 Page 6

Art Unit: 2461

Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to TEISHA D. HALL whose telephone number is (571)272-9463.

The examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Friday 8:00AM-5z30PM EST alt. Friday.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Huy D. Vu can be reached on 571-272-3155. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair—direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private

PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866—217—9197 (toll—free). If you

would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the

automated information system, call 800—786—9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571—272—1000.

/T. D. H./

Examiner, Art Unit 2461

[HUY D VU/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2461
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Exhibit 2008-131

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In Re the Application of: Sung Jun PARK ; Group Art Unit: 2461

Application No: 13f801,529 ; Examiner: HALL,Teisha Danea

Filed: March 13, 2013 ; Confirmation No.: 4046

Atty. File No.: 7’836-5-CON-2 ;

For: DATA TRANSMISSION METHOD AND USER EQUIPMENT FOR THE SAME

AMENDMENT AND RESPONSE

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

M adarn :

Applicants submit this Amendment and Response to address the Office Action having a

mailing date of February 3, 2015. Please credit any overpayment or charge any underpayment to

Deposit Account No. 19-1970.

Please amend the above-identified patent application as follows:

Amendments to the Claims are shown in the listing of claims which begins on page 2 of

this paper.

Remarks begin on page 5 of this paper.

1 Attorney Docket No.: 7836—5—CON—2
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Amendments to the Claims:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, of claims in the

application:

Listing of Claims:

1. (Currently Amended) A method of transmitting data by a user equipment through

an uplink, the method comprising:

receiving an uplink grant (UL Grant) signal from a base station on a random access

response message;

determining whether there is data stored in a message 3 (Msg3) buffer and whether the

UL Grant signal was received on the random access response message; and

ma wastransmittin if there is data stored in the Ms03 bufier and if the U L Grant si.   

received on the random access res . onse message, the data stored in the Msg3 buffer to the base
 

station using the UL Grant signal received on the random access response message;--i§5-tirtae-is

tiaraa-stared-ia-the-Meg3~bafiér=—avaiéfithe-{-a-i-yé-Eraat-sigaal--was-reeeiveat-oathe-raademaeeess

2. (Original) The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

transmitting new data to the base station in correspondence with the UL Grant signal, if

the UL Grant signal is not received on the random access response message.

3. (Original) The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

receiving another UL Grant signal on a physical downlink control channel (PDCCH); and

transmitting new data to the base station in correspondence with the another UL Grant

Signal.

4. (Original) The method according to claim 2, wherein the transmitting the new

data to the base station includes:

acquiring a Medium Access Control Protocol Data Unit (MAC PDU) from a multiplexing

and assembly entity; and

transmitting the MAC PDU to the base station.

2 Attorney Docket No.: 7836—5—CON—2
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5. (Currently Amended) The method according to claim Siifigtbgrjgzflgeg

performing at least an HARQ procedure -__--w'iaessi-a—when the transmitting the new data with the.

M AC PDU to the base station—isaatadem

 

aeaairing-a-ivitaiiam-AeaessGaiters}-it!remerd-i—Tiaia-is}?sit-{lvifiéi-REE-,1)-Eam-a-Hsfitigates-lag

assistsi-itiag--é§sa-§¥§-A£¥--§3Q‘s-E--ée-tlaa-base-iaatiaai.

6. (Original) The method according to claim 3,

wherein the another UL Grant signal is received on the PDCCH related to one of Cell-

Radio Network Temporary Identifier (RNTI) and Temporary Cell-RNTI.

7. (Original) The method according to claim 1, wherein the data stored in the Msg3

buffer is a Medium Access Control Protocol Data Unit (MAC PDU) including a user equipment

identifier.

8. (Original) The method according to claim 7’, wherein the data stored in the Msg3

buffer further includes information about a buffer status report (BSR) if the user equipment starts

a random access procedure for the BSR.

9. (Original) A user equipment comprising:

a reception module adapted to receive an uplink grant (UL Grant) signal from a base

station on a random access response message;

a transmission module adapted to transmit data to the base station using the UL Grant

signal received on the random access response message;

a message 3 (Msg3) buffer adapted to store UL data to be transmitted in a random access

procedure; and

a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) entity adapted to

determine whether there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer and whether the UL

Grant signal was received on the random access response message,

3 Attorney Docket No.: 7836—5—CON—2
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acquire the data stored in the Msg3 buffer if there is data stored in the Msg3

buffer and the UL Grant signal was received on the random access response message, and

control the transmission module to transmit the data stored in the Msg3 buffer to

the base station using the UL Grant signal received by the reception module on the

random access response message.

4 Attorney Docket No.: 7836—5—CON—2
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REMARKS

Claims l-9 are pending. Claims I and 5 are amended. No new matter has been added by

these amendments. Applicants respectfully requests reconsideration of this application as

amended.

Applicant would like to thank Examiner Hall for her time during the April 8, 2015

interview with Raquel Buckley and Jason Vick. During the interview, the Applicant’s

representatives discussed the above claim amendments, the current rejections and cited art, and

other possible amendments. Examiner Hall indicated that the above amendments appear to

overcome the cited references and that an additional search will be required upon Applicant‘s

formal submission.

As such, Applicant respectfully submits the rejection in VlCW of Ou under 35 U.S.C.

§102 is moot. Withdrawal ofthe rejection is respectfully requested.

A Notice of Allowance is respectfully solicited.

Should the Examiner believe anything further is desirable in order to place the

application in even better condition for allowance, the Examiner is encouraged to contact

Applicants undersigned representative at the telephone number listed below.

S Attorney Docket No.: 7836—5—CON—2
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The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge to deposit account number 19-1970

any fees under 37 CFR § 1.16 and 1.17 that may be required by this paper and to credit any

overpayment to that Account. If any extension oftime is required in connection with the filing

of this paper and has not been separately requested, such extension is hereby petitioned.

Date: April 9, 2015

Date: April 9, 2015

Respectfully submitted,

SHERIDAN ROSS P.C.

By: IRaquel F. Buckley!

Raquel F. Buckley

Reg. No. 70,421

1560 Broadway, Suite 1200

Denver, Colorado 80202

Telephone: 303-863-9700

By: fJason H. Vick;r
Jason H. Vick

Reg. No. 45,285

1560 Broadway, Suite 1200

Denver, Colorado 80202

Telephone: 303-863-9700

6 Attorney Docket No.: 7836—5—CON—2
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER I‘OR l’A'l'liN'l'S

PD. Box [-150
Alexandria, Virginia 223 I 1- | 450
www.maplugm'
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Application No. Applicantts)

 13t801,529 PARK ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examiner A" Unit AIA (First Inventor to File)

TEISHA o. HALL 2461 :Itgtus 
— The MAKING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE § MONTHS FROM THE MAILING DATE OF
THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of lime may be available under the provisions of 3? CFR 1.136(a). In no event. however. may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above. the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will. by statute. cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U_S.C_ § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication. even it timely filed. may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 3? CFR 1.704(b}.

Status

1) Responsive to communication(s) filed on 04/09/2015.

El A declaration(s)iaifidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) wasiwere filed on

2a)|X This acti0n is FINAL. 2b)l:| This action is non—final.

3)I:I An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on

; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)I:I Since this application is in condition for a||0wance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Ouayie, 1935 CD. 11, 453 0.6. 213.

 

Disposition ol Claims"

5) Claim(s) flisrare pending in the application.
 

5a) Of the above claim(s) isiare withdrawn from consideration.

6)I:I Claim(s) isfare allowed.

71% Claim(s) L9 istare rejected.

8)I:I Claim(s) israre objected to.

EN] Claim(s) are subject to restriction andior election requirement.
 

" If any claims have been determined allowable, you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

participating Intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information. please see

hr'index.‘s or send an inquiry to Pi—‘l—ifeedbackgtguspto.gov.htt ;i'iwwwusoto. ow atentsiinit events!    

Application Papers

10)|:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11)|:I The drawing(s) filed on isiare: a)I:I accepted or b)I:I objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawingis) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a}.

Replacement drawing sheetis) including the correction is required if the drawingis) ls objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)—(d) or (f).

Certified copies:

a)l:| All b)I:l Some” c)|:| None of the:

LEI Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.|:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. .

3.|:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

applicatiOn from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

"' See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

 

Atlachment(s)

1} El Notice of References Cited {PTO—892} 3} D Interview Summary (PTO-413)
. . Paper Notsjilvlail Date.

2} D Information Disclosure Statement(sl (PTOtSBfOBa andfor PTOI'SBI'OBb)
Paper No(siiMail Date . 4} I:| Oiher? . 

US. Patenl and Trademark Office
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Application/Control Number: 13/801,529 Page 2

Art Unit: 2461

The present application is being examined under the pre-AIA first to invent provisions.

DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C.112(b):
(bl CONCLUSION—The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out

and distinctly claiming the subject matter which the inventor or a joint inventor regards as the
invention.

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre—AIA), second paragraph:
The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly

claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

Claims 1-9 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112(b) or 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre—AIA), second

paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject

matter which the inventor or a joint inventor, or for pre—AIA the applicant regards as the

invention. Claim 1 recites the limitation "if there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer and ifthe UL

Grant signal was received on the random access response.” The limitation is directed to the

action to transmit the UL Grant, however, there is no language to limit the claim to only this

scenario or the claim language does not provide an alternative for what if the statement is not

true. The Applicant‘s invention is not being claimed in independent claims 1 and 9. Please

amend the claims to further specify the Applica nt's invention (See Figure 10 of the

Specification).

Claims 2 and 3 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112(b) or 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AIA), second

paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject
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Application/Control Number: 13/801,529 Page 3

Art Unit: 2461

matter which the inventor or a joint inventor, or for pre-AIA the applicant regards as the

invention. Claims 2 and 3 recite the limitation “with the UL Grant signal, if the UL Grant Signal is

not received on the random access response.” The UL Grant recited in claim 1 from which

claims 2 and 3 receive antecedent basis specifically states that the UL Grant is received on a

random access response message. The statement in claims 2 and 3 is contradictory of claim 1.

Please provide correction to claim language to correct this matter.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

Claims 1 and 9 are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Du et al, US Patent Number: 8,199,730.

Regarding claim 1, Du et al. discloses a method oftra nsmitting data by a user

equipment through an uplink, the method comprising: receiving an uplink grant (UL Grant)

signal from a base station on a random access response message (Column 1, lines 58—62

discloses Message 2, also called a Random Access Response Message carrying an uplink grant is

transmitted to network UE); determining whether there is data stored in a message 3 (Msg3)

buffer (Abstract discloses, a medium access protocol data unit in the message 3 buffer) and

whether the UL Grant signal was received on the random access response message (Column 1,

lines 58—62 discloses Message 2, also called a Random Access Response Message carrying an

uplink grant is transmitted to network UE); and transmitting the data stored in the Msg3 buffer

to the base station using the UL Grant signal received on the random access response message,
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Application/Control Number: 13/801,529 Page 4

Art Unit: 2461

if there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer and if the UL Grant signal was received on the random

access response message (Columnl, lines 62-67 disclose the UEs using the same Random

Access Preamble in Message 1 would receive the same uplink grant in Message 2 (random

access response) and use the same uplink grant to transmit Message 3).

Regarding claim 9, a user equipment comprising: a reception module adapted to receive

an uplink grant (UL Grant) signal from a base station on a random access response message

(Column 1, lines 58-62 discloses Message 2, also called a Random Access Response Message

carrying an uplink grant is transmitted to network UE); a transmission module adapted to

transmit data to the base station using the UL Grant signal received on the random access

response message (Colum n1, lines 62-67 disclose the UEs using the same Random Access

Preamble in Message 1 would receive the same uplink grant in Message 2 (random access

response) and use the same uplink grant to transmit Message 3); a message 3 (Msg3) buffer

adapted to store UL data to be transmitted in a random access procedure (Abstract discloses, a

medium access protocol data unit in the message 3 buffer); and a Hybrid Automatic Repeat

Request (HARQ) entity adapted to determine whether there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer

and whether the UL Grant signal was received on the random access response message

(Column 1, lines 58—62 discloses Message 2, also called a Random Access Response Message

carrying an uplink grant is transmitted to network UE), acquire the data stored in the Msg3

buffer if there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer and the UL Grant signal was received on the

random access response message (Abstract discloses, a medium access protocol data unit in
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Application/Control Number: 13/801,529 Page 5

Art Unit: 2461

the message 3 buffer), and control the transmission module to transmit the data stored in the

Msg3 buffer to the base station using the UL Grant signal received by the reception module on

the random access response message {Column1, lines 62-67 disclose the UEs using the same

Random Access Preamble in Message 1 would receive the same uplink grant in Message 2

(random access response) and use the same uplink grant to transmit Message 3).

Response to Arguments

Applica nt's arguments filed 04/09/2015 have been fully considered but they are not

persuasive. The Applicant argues that the Exa miner’s rejection does not apply to the claimed

invention. The Examiner disagrees, the message 3 buffer disclosed by the claimed invention is

not new and the disclosure states that the message 3 buffer is simply a transmit buffer. It is

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art that the grounds for rejection under Du et al. still

applies. Du et al. does disclose a message 3 within the provisional. The rejection has been

maintained.

Conclusion

THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded ofthe extension of time policy as

set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE MONTHS

from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO MONTHS of

the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after the end of
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Application/Control Number: 13/801,529 Page 6

Art Unit: 2461

the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period will expire

on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a)

will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event, however, will the

statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final

action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to TEISHA D. HALL whose telephone number is (571)272-9463. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday - Friday 8:00AM-5:30PM EST alt. Friday.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Huy D. Vu can be reached on 571-272-3155. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571—273—8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair—direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private

PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 856—217—9197 (toll—free). If you

would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the

automated information system, call 800—786—9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571—272—1000.
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Application/Control Number: 13/801,529 Page 7

Art Unit: 2461

/T. D. H./

Examiner, Art Unit 2461

/HUY D VU/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2461
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THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

in Re the Application of: Sung Jun PARK. Group Art Unit: 246}

Application No.: 13i‘8{}l,529 ; Examiner: HALL, 'lTeisha Danea

Filed: March 13, 2013 Confirmation No; 4046

Atty. File No: mane—coma

For: DATA TRANSMISSION thTHQD AND USER EQUE’l‘viENT FOR THE SAIVIE

AMENDMENT AFTER F1 NA L

Commissioner for Patents

PO. Box i450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Madam :

Applicants submit. this Amendment Alter Final to address the Final Office Action having

a mailing date of October 16, 2015. Please credit any overpayment or charge any underpayment

to Deposit Account No. 29—l970.

Please amend the above-identified patent application as follows:

Amendments to the Claims are Shown in the listing of claims which begins on page 2 of

this paper.

Remarks begin on page 8 of this paper.

1 Attorney Docket No.: i836-5-{30N-2
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Amendments to the Claims:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listings, ot‘ciairns in the

app l i can on:

Listing of Claims:

1. (Currently Amended) A method of transmitting data by a user equipment through

an uplink, the method comprising:

receiving an uplink grant {UL Grant) signal from a base station--r—an-a-rantlein-aeeess

. r: ' 

determining whether there is data stored in a message 3 (Msgfl) butter and whether the

UL Grant was received on random access response message; and

 

signal was received on the random access response message, the data stored in the Msg3 buffer

to the base station using the UL Grant signal received on the random access response message.

2‘ (_Currently Amended) The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

transmitting new data to the base station in correspondence with the UL Grant

iiigglggg the UL Grant is not received on the random access reaponse message.

3. {_ Currently Amended.) The method according to claim 1‘ further comprising:

receiving another UL Grant signal on a physical downlinlt control channel (PDCCl-l}; and

transmitting new data to the base station in correspondence with the another UL Grant
I

4. (Original) The method according to claim 2, wherein the transmitting the new

data to the base station includes:

acquiring a Medium Access Control Protocol Data Unit {MAC PDU} from a multiplexing

and assembly entity; and

transmitting the MAC PDU to the base station.

2 Attorney Docket No; i836-5-{30N-2
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5. (Currently Amended) The method according to claim 4; fuither

 ‘ ‘..'__';on;tp_ri§_i_ng performing at least. an HA RQ procedure when transmitting the new data

with the MAC PBU to the base station.

6. (Currently Amended) The method according to claim 3,

wherein the another UL Grant is received on the PDCCH related to one of Cell-

liadio Network 'l7einporary Identifier (RNTI) and 'lTemporai'y Cell-RN11.

7. (Original) The method according to claim l, wherein the data stored in the MsgS

buffer is a Medium Access Controi Protocol Data Unit (MAC PDU) including a user equipment

identifier.

8. (Currently Amended) The method according to claim 7, wherein the data stored in

the Msg3 buffer further includes information about a buffer status report (BSR) iii-siren the user

equipment starts a random access procedure for the BSR.

9. (Currently Amended) A user equipment comprising:

a reception module
__..,\

i

channe‘i an uplink grant (UL Grant)--signai- from a base station-cana--randem--aeeese

a transmission module a; 
 trggzggsngits data to the base station using the UL Grantsi;_,.

merit-arise-nmssage;

a message 3 (Msgl‘i) buffer adapted-tt-i-steretitat stores Ll data to be transmitted in a

random access procedure; and

a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request {HARQ'} entity '._

whether there is data stored in the N1533 butter and whether

the UL Grant signa—i-was received on the random access response messagehamndgfii

 when there is data stored in the hotter and tar. ’ on the

 

 

3 Attorney Docket No.: 7836-5-CON-2
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aeeeiieaeggijres the data stored in the Msgfl buffer it'shere-is-dtnasteied-ia

‘

and

trails the transmission module to transmit the data stored in the

Msg3 buffer to the hase station using the UL Grant signal-received by the recepti on module on

the random access response message.

10. (New) The method of claim L wherein the uplinh grant (UL Grant) is received

over a physical channel.

1 1. (New) The method of claim 10, wherein a physical layer is connected to the

physical channel and the physical layer is connected to a Medium Access Control (MAC) layer.

l2. (New) The method of claim 1, wherein the UL Grant. indicates information about

uplinlr radio resources.

13. (New) The method of claim 1, wherein the user equipment includes the following

connected elements: a HARQ entity. a buffer and a multiplexing assembly entity.

l4. (New) The method of claim 1, wherein the uplink grant is a signal.

15. (New) The method of claim 1, wherein the uplinh grant is information.

16. (New) A system for transmitting data by a user equipment through an uplink

comprising:

means for receiving an uplink grant (UL Grant) from a base station;

means for determining whether there is data stored in a message 3 (Msgfl) buffer and

whether the UL Grant was received on a random access response message; and

means for transmitting, only when there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer and when the

UL Grant was received on the random access response message, the data stored in the MsgS

butter to the base station using the UL Grant received on the random access response message.

4 Attorney Docket No: TSEé-S-CGN-E
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1?. (New) The system according to claim 16, further cornpri sing:

means for transmitting new data to the base station in correspondence with the 1.1L Grant.

when the UL Grant is not received on the random access response message.

18. (New) The system according to claim 16. further comprising:

means for receiving another UL Grant on a physical downlink control channel (PDCG-l);

and

means for transmitting new data to the base station in correspondence with the another

UL Grant.

19. (New) The system according to claim 1?, wherein the means for transmitting the

new data to the base station includes:

means for acquiring a Medium Access Control iProtocol Data Unit (MAC 19131.1} from a

multipiexing and assembly entity; and

means for transmitting the MAC PDU to the base station.

20. (New) The system according to claim 19, further including means for performing

at least an HAth procedure when transmitting the new data with the MAC PDU to the base

station .

21. (New) The system according to claim 18, wherein the another UL Grant is

received on the PDCfl'l-t related to one of Cell—Radio Network ’I‘empcrary identifier {R'N'I‘I} and

Temporary Cell-RNTI.

22. (New) The system according to claim 16, wherein the data stored in the Mng

htitter is a Medium Access Control Protocol Data Unit (MAC PDU) including a user equipment.

i denti ii er.

S Attorney Docket No.: 'FSSé-S-CON-E
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'23. (New) The system according to claim 22, wherein the data stored in the Msg3

buffer further includes inform ation about. a buffer status report (BSR) when the user equipment

starts a random access procedure for the BSR‘

24. (New) A user equipment comprising:

means for receiving over a physical channel an uplink grant (UL Grant) from a base

stati on;

means for transmitting data to the base station using the UL Grant;

means for storing UL data. to be transmitted in a random access procedure; and

means for determining whether there is data stored in the means for storing and whether

the UL Grant was received on the random access response message, and only when there is data

stored in the means for storing and the UL Grant was received on the random access response

message:

means for acquiring the data stored in the means for storing , and

means for transmitting the data stored in the means for storing to the base station

using the UL Grant received on the random access response message.

25. (New) A mobile LTE communications system compn' sing:

a reception module associated with a physical layer that receives over a physical channel

an uplink grant (UL Grant} from a base station;

a transmission module also associated with the physical layer that transmits data to the

base station using the UL Grant;

a message 3 (Magi) buffer that stores UL data to be transmitted in a random access

procedure; and

a Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) entity that:

determines whether there is data stored in the Msg3 buffer and whether the UL

Grant was received on the random access responsrz n'tessage, and only when there is data

stored in the Msg3 buffer and the UL Grant was received on the random access response

message:

acquires the data stored in the Mng buffer, and

6 Attorney Docket No; i836-5-{30N-2
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